
Rose Oil Infusion
An oil infusion is a combination of dried

herbs/flowers, an oil of choice, and time. 
I often opt for crafting my own infusions

because they are simple and fun to
make, I get to really connect with the
medicine I am making, and I get to be

creative in my method and experiment
with what like! 

When you craft an herbal infusion, you
are infusing the medicinal properties

and aroma of herbs into your oil. 
It is different than essential oils,
because you are not "extracting"

necessarily, but infusing, incorporating,
alchemizing.

It is a gentle process that occurs with
time and patience. :)



Rose Oil Infusion
When you craft your Infusion, you will

want to:
- fill a clean mason jar with desired

amount of Rose petals. 
- Pour your oil of choice over petals, just

to the point the petals are completely
covered and saturated with oil.

- Date your infusion with pen & tape!
-  Let sit in a cool dark place for 4-6

weeks (sometimes I let my infusions go 2
full moon cycles for potency.)

- Strain infusion with a cheese cloth,
making sure petals are squeezed well. 
-Store in a glass bottle, mason jar, etc. 

- Enjoy! You can use this oil fr many
things depending on your *carrier oil &

*Intention.



Rose Oil Infusion
Carrier Oil:

The carrier oil is the base oil that you
will Be infusing.

When choosing an oil you want to
consider your Intention* and how you

desire to use this Infusion. 
You can use an oil infusion as a face oil,

body oil, cooking oil, massage oil,
perfume, anointing oil, etc. The scent of

the Infusion will not be near as strong as
an extract or essential oil, so picking an

oil with a lighter smell is best if you
desire stronger aroma effects.

You can also consider your Dosha if you
are familiar with Ayurveda, or the

overall dryness/moisture of your skin. 



Rose Oil Infusion
Carrier Oil:

I personally love Rose infused with Olive
Oil. I love how olive oil smells, I love how

Rose smells in combination with olive
oil, and I love how olive oil feels on my

body! Some other oils you can play with:
for your face: jojoba, sweet almond,

aragon, moringa, or an oil you already
use on your face.

body: sesame, olive oil, coconut oil, any
of the above oils or oils you already use.

***I ALWAYS recommend opting for
organic and ethically sourced oils***

 
You might want to experiment with a
few different oils to know what you
really like & feels best for your body.



Rose Oil Infusion
INTENTION:

When you are in the process of Infusing
your oil, there are a few components we
can consider to make the process a true
ritual & ceremonious communion with

Rose.
1. Consider the moon cycle. As you Infuse
your oil, you can be Intentional with the
date and allow this Infusion to follow a
full moon cycle. Full or New, using your

Intuition to create a ritual for this
Infusion. I typically allow my Infusion to
sit under the light of the Full moon the
first night of Infusing to anchor in that
Intention & energy of fullness, harvest,
bloom. A new moon Infusion will anchor

in seed, intention, possibility, etc.



Rose Oil Infusion
INTENTION:

 
2. Create a true ceremony for the

process. Allow this Infusion to be a
devotional practice, a meditative

experience, a true testament to your
connection to Rose.

Set the stage, make a beautiful
environment for the ritual to commence.

Connect to the Spirit of Rose and allow
her to guide the way!

 
3. Add a direct Intention if you feel

called! Maybe you craft a spell for the
Infusion or there is 1 word or phrase you
want to anchor in. You can whisper the

intention into her process. So mote it Be!


